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General Organisation 

Claire Garland 

Institute of Physics 

76 Portland Place 

London 

W1B 1NT, UK 

Office Tel: +44 (0)20 7470 4840 

Mobile: +44 (0)7881 923 142 

E-mail: claire.garland@iop.org 

 

Registration enquiries 

E-mail: conferences@iop.org 

 

Organising committee 
Pietro Cicuta (University of Cambridge, UK) 

Marco Cosentino Lagomarsino (CNRS and Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France) 

Mario Nicodemi (Universita' di Napoli "Federico II", Italy) 

Sarah Teichmann (EMBL-European Bioinformatics Institute & Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, UK) 

 
Disclaimer 

The Institute of Physics, Corpus Christi College and their approved representatives cannot take responsibility for any 

accident, loss or damage to participants or to their property during the conference.  

  

mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
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Venue 

The conference will be held at Corpus Christi College, one of the ancient colleges in the University of Cambridge.  
 

 

Corpus Christi College 

Trumpington Street 

Cambridge 

CB2 1RH 

UK 

 

Tel: +44 (0)1223 338000 

 

 

The talks will be held in the McCrum Lecture theatre located on Bene’t’ Street just behind the Eagle Pub. Signage 

will be provided from the main entrance of the college via Trumpington Street (a floor plan is also appended below). 

Registration and refreshments will be held in the foyer area of the McCrum Lecture Theatre, while lunch will be 

served in the College dining room located between the New and Old Courts.   

 

 
 

A street map showing the location of the college is appended at the back of this document, where you can also find 

a larger version of the above map.   

 

Accommodation 

Cambridge offers a wide range of Bed and Breakfasts, Guest Houses, Hotels and Self Catering accommodation to 

suit all tastes and budgets. For more information and to book, visit http://www.visitcambridge.org/accommodation 

 

Alternatively, accommodation is available in the halls of residences at some Cambridge Colleges. For further 

information, please go to http://www.cambridgerooms.co.uk/.   

 

 

  

 

http://www.visitcambridge.org/accommodation
http://www.cambridgerooms.co.uk/
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Internet access 

WiFi internet access is available. Please collect a code from the registration desk.  

 

Registration 

Registration will take place in the foyer area of the McCrum Lecture Theatre during the following times: 

 

Date Time 

Thursday 12 December 08:00 – 17:30 

Friday 13 December 08:30 – 17:00 

 

Please note that during lunch times the registration desk will be unmanned for a short period of time.  

 

On arrival, each participant will receive a delegate folder containing a pen, pad, programme, a copy of the abstract 

book and a badge. Please wear your badge at all times because this will help with security and enable you to 

identify your fellow participants. Replacement badges can be issued at the registration desk. Please return your 

badge on departure so it can be recycled.  

 

Messages 

During registration times, messages can be left by emailing conferences@iop.org or by telephone on +44 (0)7881 

923 142. Note that we will only attempt to locate participants in case of an emergency.  

 

Catering 

Refreshments and lunch are included in the registration fee and will be served at set times during the programme. 

All refreshment breaks will be held in the foyer area directly outside the McCrum lecture theatre while lunch will be 

served in the dining hall.   

 

The conference dinner, on Thursday 12 December, will be held in the College Dining Hall and is only available for 

those that have pre-booked their place. The cost to attend the dinner is £45, to book e-mail claire.garland@iop.org.  

 

Thursday 12 December Time Location 

Refreshment break 10:15 – 10:45 Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre 

Lunch 12:30 – 13:45 College Dining Hall 

Refreshment break 15:15 – 15:45 Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre 

Conference dinner 19:00 – 21:30 College Dining Hall 

 

Friday 13 December Time Location 

Refreshment break 10:10 – 10:45 Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre 

Lunch 12:25 – 13:45 College Dining Hall 

Refreshment break 15:15 – 15:45 Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre 

 

Dietary requirements 

Participants with special dietary requirements are asked to notify the conference office by e-mail prior to their arrival 

if they have not already done so when registering.  Those with special dietary requirements other than vegetarian are 

asked to make themselves known to the catering team.  It will not be possible to provide an alternative menu unless 

prior notification has been received. 

 

 

mailto:conferences@iop.org
mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
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Social programme 

Thursday 12 December  

An informal drinks reception will be held on the evening of Thursday 12 December from 17:30 in the foyer area of 

the McCrum lecture theatre. All delegates are invited to attend.  

 

The conference dinner will follow, for those that have pre-booked their place, and will be held in the College Dining 

Hall from 19:00. Dinner will consist of a three course Christmas menu with wine. If you have not booked the dinner 

and want to attend, please email claire.garland@iop.org. The cost of the dinner is £45.00.  

 

Information for presenters 

Oral presentations 

Speakers are able to send their final presentation as a PDF or PowerPoint file prior to the conference by e-mail to 

claire.garland@iop.org. Please bring a back-up copy on a CD or USB memory stick. If you are unable to send your 

presentation prior to the conference, please bring it with you on a USB memory stick. You should save the 

presentation into the appropriate pre-named session folders on the desktop of the house computer and files should 

be saved by surname and initial. 

To optimise compatibility, particularly for the inclusion of multimedia components, PowerPoint presentations should 

have been saved using PowerPoint's "Package for CD" facility. Direct connection of personal laptops (with set-up 

in the break prior to the corresponding session) is an acceptable but not preferred alternative. If presenting from a 

Macintosh computer, please bring a VGA cable with you. 

The meeting space is reasonably large so speakers should use a minimum 15-point font size in PowerPoint slides to 

ensure legibility. Presenters are asked to prepare their talks to match the allocated times which will be rigidly 

enforced by session chairs. 

Flash posters 

Flash posters consist of a 3-slide, 3-minute short presentation. Please prepare your flash poster using the 

instructions above. To ensure timekeeping in the poster session, these presentations will all be uploaded to a single 

computer during the refreshment break on Thursday, so please have them ready on named USB sticks.  

Travel 
Cambridge is a busy city and wasn't built with modern traffic flows in mind, so it's best to visit the centre on foot. 

Corpus Christi College is situated on King's Parade in Cambridge City Centre. A map is located at the back of this 

document.  

By car 

If you're planning on driving to Cambridge, we strongly recommend that you use the Park and Ride scheme as 

parking is limited and several city centre roads have restricted access. Information about the Park and Ride scheme 

is available online at: www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/transport/around/park-ride/ 

The College is located off the M11 via Junction 11 or 12. You can plan your route using one of the free route 

planners - examples are The AA or The RAC. Please follow signs into Cambridge City Centre car parks as parking is 

not available at the college (except for loading and unloading and other special circumstances). A list of local car 

parks can be found at https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/car-parks-map   

By Rail 

Cambridge is well-connected by train services and the station is located approximately one mile from the city centre  

mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
mailto:claire.garland@iop.org
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/transport/around/park-ride/
https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/car-parks-map
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(around 20 minutes on foot). There's a taxi rank outside the station and frequent buses run between the station and 

city centre. For information contact National Rail Enquiries (tel: +44 (0)8457 484950). 

 

By Air  

Jetlink run an hourly bus service to and from Stansted, Luton, Heathrow and Gatwick airports. A Railway service is 

also available from Stansted (for more information see the National Rail Enquiries website or telephone 08457 

484950). 

Taxis 

Panther Taxis + 44 (0)1223 715 715 

Travelling by taxi is generally very safe, but it is important to take sensible precautions, like making sure the vehicle 

is licensed.  

 

Visas 

Citizens of the European Union do not need a visa to enter Britain. If you are from any other country, find out about 

visa requirements before you travel by visiting http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/.  

 

Safety information 

If the fire alarm sounds, please make your way out of the nearest fire exit and make your way to the nearest 

assembly point, this will be displayed on the fire action notice attached to the wall in the lecture theatre.  Please 

wait for further instructions. Do not renter the building until instructed to do so by a fire marshal.  

  

Please familiarise yourself of all routes in and out of the building, where the fire exits are, which one is the nearest 

and that it is kept clear at all times, on arrival. Fire alarms are tested every Thursday morning at 10:00. 

 

Emergency services 

Dial 999 for police, ambulance or fire.  

 

First Aid 

If you fall ill or injure yourself during the conference, please report the incident to the registration desk or a member 

of the college staff who will call a first aider. In case of serious injury, paramedics will be called. If you need to call 

an ambulance, the number from any phone is 999. 

 

Smoking 

In accordance with government legislation, smoking is not permitted in any building.  

 

Behaviour and conduct 

The Institute of Physics and Corpus Christi College reserve the right to charge in full for loss or damage to the 

college.  

 

Local amenities 

There is a Marks and Spencer’s food shop on Market Square which is a 5 minute walk.  There is also a small 

newsagent just on Kings Parade which is 2 minute walk. Cash dispensers are on the Market Square.  

 

General information 

Britain's currency - pound sterling (£) - see www.xe.com for currency converters. There are cash machines 

throughout Cambridge and major credit cards are accepted. 

http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/
http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/
http://www.xe.com/
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Value Added Tax (VAT) - is charged on all purchases currently at a rate of 20%, people travelling to the UK on 

business may be entitled to reclaim the tax charged on event expenses. 

 

Electricity 

British electrical standards are 50Hz 230 volts, so some North American and European electrical devices may 

require converters; all will require plug adaptors. Please bring your own adaptor with you to the conference.  

 

Complaints 

We hope that your time at the conference is enjoyable. However, should you encounter any problems during your 

stay, please report them to the conference registration desk as soon as possible. The conference team will make 

every effort to rectify the issue as soon as possible. 
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Programme 

 

Thursday 12 December 2013 

 

08:00 Registration (Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre)  

 

(All talks and posters will be in the McCrum Lecture Theatre) 

 

08:50 Welcome   

 

09:00 microRNAs decrease gene expression noise 

A van Oudenaarden, Hubrecht Institute-KNAW & University Medical Center Utrecht, Netherlands 

 

09:35 Transcription-induced supercoiling and topological domains in eukaryotic chromosomes 

A Stasiak, University of Lausanne, Switzerland 

 

09:55 Memory accelerates bacterial adaptation in fluctuating environments 

E Kussell, New York University, US 

 

10:15 Coffee (Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre)  

 

10:45 How growing populations compete for space: lessons from bacteria? 

R Allen, University of Edinburgh, UK 

 

11:15 Analytic results and mechanistic inference for the mtDNA bottleneck suggest that upregulating mitophagy 

may combat inherited disease 

I Johnston, Imperial College London, UK 

 

11:35 Brownian dynamics simulations reveal a generic mechanism for the clustering of DNA binding proteins 

C Brackley, University of Edinburgh, UK 

 

11:55 Flash posters 1 (McCrum Lecture Theatre)  

 

12:30 Lunch (College Dining Hall)  

 

13:45 Flash posters 2  

 

14:45 Propagation of phenotypic variability within bacterial lineages 

A Lindner, INSERM and Paris Descartes University, France 

 

15:15 Refreshment break (Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre)  

 

15:45 Using single-cell RNA-sequencing to study heterogeneity in gene expression 

J Marioni, EMBL-EBI, UK 
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16:15 Extensive oscillatory gene expression during C. elegans larval development 

G-J Hendriks, Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical Research, Switzerland 

 

16:35 Functional and spatial characterisation of chromatin states in S. cerevisiae 

S Sewitz, The Babraham Institute, UK 

 

16:55 From gene expression patterns to dynamical models of limb development 

J Sharpe, EMBL-CRG Systems Biology Unit, Spain 
 

17:25 End of day 1 

 

17:30 Drink reception (Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre)  

 

19:00 Dinner (College Dining Hall)  

 

Friday 13 December 2013 

 

(All talks will be in the McCrum Lecture Theatre) 

 

09:00 Modelling large-scale organization of chromatin: a tale of the HoxB locus organization in mouse ES cells 

A Pombo, MRC Clinical Services Centre, UK and Berlin Institute for Medical Systems Biology, Germany 

 

09:30 Concerted control of E. coli cell division 

M Osella, University of Torino, Italy 

 

09:50 Super-resolution imaging of transcription in live cells 

M Stracy, Oxford University, UK 

 

10:10 Coffee (Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre) 

 

10:45 Mathematical modelling of dorsoventral patterning in the vertebrate neural tube 

K Page, University College London, UK 

 

11:15 A mechanistic model of cellular growth 

A Weisse, SynthSys - Synthetic & Systems Biology, University of Edinburgh, UK 

 

11:35 Transcriptional reprogramming following gene deletion and compensatory evolution in yeast 

B Papp, Biological Research Centre of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary 

 

11:55 Dynamic changes of the 3D chromatin interactome during cell differentiation 

W Huber, EMBL, Germany 

 

12:25 Lunch (College Dining Hall) 

 

13:45 Chromatin and gene regulation in stem cell populations and during development 

W A Bickmore, MRC Human Genetics Unit, University of Edinburgh, UK 
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14:15 Genomic analysis reveals epistatic silencing of "expensive" genes in Escherichia coli K-12 

R Srinivasan, National Centre for Biological Sciences, India 

 

14:35 Autoregulation of a eukaryotic transposon 

K Lipkow, Babraham Institute & University of Cambridge, UK 

 

14:55 Computational and genetic reduction of a cell cycle to its simplest, primordial components 

S Murray, John Innes Centre, UK 

 

15:15 Refreshment break (Foyer, McCrum Lecture Theatre) 

 

15:45 Predicting genomic occupancy of transcription factors with biophysical models 

N R Zabet, Cambridge Systems Biology Centre, University of Cambridge, UK 

 

16:05 System-level characterization of molecular determinants of gene expression noise 

G Chalancon, MRC LMB, UK 

 

16:25 Mouse spermatogenic stem cell self-renewal 

B Simons, University of Cambridge, UK 

 

16:55 Close 

 

Flash posters (McCrum Lecture Theatre) 

 

Session 1 (11:55-12:30) 

P1. Stability of localized wave fronts in bistable systems 

S Rulands, Ludwig Maximilian University, Germany 

P2. Noisy neighbors: analyzing the role of the genomic features in the control of gene expression stochasticity 

O Gandrillon, CNRS, France 

P3. Towards a quantitative analysis of Competing Endogenous RNA interactions 

C Bosia, Human Genetics Foundation – Torino, Italy 

P4. Multimodality and flexibility of stochastic gene expression  

G da Costa Pereira Innocentini, Institute of Mathematics and Statistics from University of São Paulo (IME - USP), 

Brazil 

P5. Noise-induced bimodality in gene regulatory networks 

P Thomas, University of Edinburgh, UK 

P6. Spatial organization of cytoplasmic protein clusters in bacteria 

A Scialdone, John Innes Centre, UK 

P7. Transient solutions of master equations 

J Dattani, Imperial College London, UK 
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P8. Use of a combined experimental-mathematical approach to predict novel gene regulatory activity by HGF, a 

cancer-associated stroma-derived growth factor 

A Konstorum, University of California, Irvine, US 

P9. Buffered Qualitative Stability explains why transcriptional networks are robust and evolvable 

L Albergante, College of Life Sciences, University of Dundee, UK 

Session 2 (13:45-14:45) 

P10. Combination of signalling network and promoter architecture determines variation dynamics in gene 

expression regulation 

A Granados, Imperial College London, UK 

P11. Trans-splicing as a by-product of the transcription of multiple genes at shared transcription factories 

R Beagrie, MRC CSC, UK 

P12. Quantitative analysis of DNA microarray data from physical principles 

E Carlon, Institute for Theoretical Physics, KU Leuven, Belgium 

P13. The car parking model solves the random completion problem in DNA replication 

J Karschau, University of Aberdeen, UK 

P14. ALCATRAS: A microfluidic system for timelapse microscopy of budding yeast 

E Bakker, University of Edinburgh, UK 

P15. A mechanical model with random forcing describes multiple Sclerosis course and helps understand its 

pathogenesis 

V A G Ricigliano, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy 

P16. Dynamics of chromosomal loci 

A Javer, University of Cambridge, UK 

P17. Negotiating nutrient transitions in E. Coli : Single cell responses to global shifts 

E Nugent, University of Cambridge, UK 

P18. Single-cell analysis of a development transition using live cell imaging 

A Miermont, University College London, UK 
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